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Who We Are?

Why We Are?



Topic

Some people think governments should care 
more about elderly while others think they 
should focus on investing in education for 

younger people.

Discuss both views and give your own opinion.



Introduction 

Elder people are invaluable and they 
should be supported by governments. 
While, some people consider young 
people have more deserve to get 
governments focus.



Introduction

•Elder people are invaluable and they should 
be supported by governments. While, some 
people consider that young people deserve 
better attention of governments.



First of all, that is right youngers are significant human 
resources for a country. So they are effective in national 
development. Furthermore, training next generations is 
other reason for more governments attention. Therefor, 
governments have to invest for younger training and 
enhancement  and also attempt to improve all aspects of 
their life's and prepare welfare for them.                  



First of all(basically), it is a fact that youngers are significant 
human resources for a country. So they are effective in 
national development. Furthermore, next generations training 
is another reason for more governments attention. Therefore, 
governments have to invest in youngers training and 
enhancement,--- also attempt to improve all aspects of their 
life’(?)s lives and prepare welfare for them.                  



By contrast, old people are  historical, cultural, social, 
... memories of a nation, generally capital of a country. 

Following that, they could have be able to transfer 
their experiences to other generations. Additionally, in 
near past they have be young and they effort work for 

country and now they might be an organization 
retirements. so, they can be fruitful in crisis 

management and it will not be  justification if policy 
makers do not import them. So government is 
responsible for their  life quality and healthy.           



• In contrast, old people are  historical, cultural, social, ... 
memories of a nation, generally capital of a country. In addition, 
they could --- be able to transfer their experiences to other 
generations. Additionally(further more), in near past, they have
been young and they effort work for country and now they might 
be an organization retirements. Therefore , they can be fruitful in 
crisis management and it will not be  justification if policy makers 
do not import them. Hence, government is responsible for their  
life quality and health-.



To sum up, I can not give an exact recipe for this 
issue, however, elders experiences with younger 
education and innovation can be big ticket to a 
nation growth.  So  government may pay 
appropriate attention to both old and young people. 
Because all of them might have be strategic for 
country organize.



• To sum up, I can not give an exact idea for this issue.
However, both elders experiences and youngers
education and innovation can be a big ticket for a nation 
growth. Therefore, governments should pay appropriate 
attention to both old and young people. Because all of 
them might have been strategic parts of a country -.



Have a Nice Evening and Good Luck
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